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American Way - Sojourns

Women in cyberspace - statistics hint they find it vapid, uneventful, and logistically intimidating; 
men, on the other hand, find it galvanizing and exciting, and plunge in with a vengeance. 

Such online generalizations, however, depend on whose network you're logged onto, notes Ellen 
Pack, co-founder of Women's Wire, an online wire service devoted solely to women's electronic 
consciousness. 

An electronic on-ramp that aspires to close the great gender divide in cyberspace, Women's Wire 
grew from a need to shepherd women onto the information highway, says co-founder Nancy 
Rhine. 

But even with all the hoopla and hype jamming the wires, the population isn't equally 
represented online. In response to this inequity, Women's Wire was deliberately constructed to be 
different from more male-dominated networks. 

Women's Wire offers succinctly organized topics specifically geared to women. The point-and-
click graphic interface welcomes users to conferences such as health and finance, politics and 
parenting, and economics and technology. You might not find the consumer lowdown on the best 
car deal in town, but if you have breast cancer, a colicky baby, or an interest in what's going on in 
Washington, Women's Wire continually culls state-of-the-art information from an impressive 
array of presses, journals, and databases. 

"Women's Wire has a home-grown pizazz to it, whether plugged into a forum, public chat, or e-
mail," says first-time user Beverly Brown. 

Not all women on Women's Wire are first timers. Many seasoned Net-surfers, appalled at the 
cybernetic pecking order rampant on mainstream networks, have switched to Women's Wire. 

"Flame fights," Attila the Hun word-warfare that appeals to the more garrulous network users, 
"offended me," says Susan Bistline, a Women's Wire member. 

Another user complained about the cagey messages that cluttered her electronic mailbox, clunky 
e-mail addresses, and pseudonyms that conceal gender. 



A safe, honest atmosphere, spiced with a variety of sources and subjects, convinced users like 
Eva to sign onto Women's Wire. 

"When I logged on, I had a few questions," Eva recalls. "I posted my messages in HELP, and 
immediately a staffer resolved the problem. By comparison, I found other online services like 
malls - crowded, excessively stocked, and no one around when you needed help." 

Christy Heady, financial columnist and author of The Complete Idiot's Guide to Making Money 
on Wall Street, perhaps best sums up the worth of Women's Wire: "There's a community 
commitment to help one another rather than just post and download. Women's Wire is like 
college it's what you want to make it, not what you have to do."


